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There is no better way to see America than on foot. And there is no better way to appreciate
what you are looking at than with a walking tour. Whether you are preparing for a road trip or just
out to look at your own town in a new way, a downloadable walking tour from walkthetown.com is
ready to explore when you are.Each walking tour describes historical and architectural
landmarks and provides pictures to help out when those pesky street addresses are missing.
Every tour also includes a quick primer on identifying architectural styles seen on American
streets.Samuel Gorton’s beliefs were so odious to the leaders of the Massachusetts Bay Colony
- such ideas as the separation of church and state, the banning of slavery and the payment of
Indians for their land - that even after he was banished from the colony he was tracked down in
Rhode Island and brought back for trial. After narrowly escaping death for blasphemy he had his
punishment reduced to banishment from Portsmouth (Rhode Island). He had now been tossed
from Boston, Plymouth, Aquidneck and Newport. Now ensconced in the wilderness of Rhode
Island, he was still hounded by Massachusetts authorities who claimed that land he had
purchased known as “The Shawomet Purchase” was subject to Boston rule.Once again the
government charged him with blasphemy and once again soldiers from Massachusetts arrived
and burned his home. Gorton was again imprisoned for a time and released on the condition that
he leave the land that he and a band of about 100 followers known as Gortonists had purchased.
So Gorton left. And sailed to England where he met an old friend, Robert Rich, the Earl of
Warwick. With the help of the Earl of Warwick Gorton was granted a Royal Charter and received
an order of “safe passage and conduct.” When he returned to Boston this time the militia now
had to escort him safely back to Rhode Island and the government was ordered to never
interfere with Samuel Gorton or the Gortonist’s again.In gratitude, Gorton named his settlement
“Warwick.”Warwick developed as a loose federation of scattered villages. Most were agrarian
communities tied to the sea but gradually the western section became more industrialized.
Between 1920 and 1930 Warwick was the fastest growing town growing town in New England
as the population jumped from 13,481 to 23,196. In 1931, after two unsuccessful attempt,
Warwick became Rhode Island’s youngest city. In the next thirty years the population would
nearly triple. The demand for housing and jobs levied a heavy toll on the historic Warwick
building stock.Our walking tour will explore the Apponaug Village, along the Post Road, now a
busy roadway that was once an Indian path known as the Pequot Trail. The historic heart of the
village, Apponaug Four Corners, once boasted two busy taverns from the 1800s and the house
of Samuel Greene, the town’s most influential citizen. All are gone. To see what remains we’ll
start a few steps to the east of venerable Four Corners...

This eBook is a chapter from the book 'PARTICULAR PASSIONS: Talks With Women Who Have



Shaped Our Times' by Lynn Gilbert and Gaylen Moore, originally published in 1981 by Clarkson
Potter. The following are reviews of the original book."Tantalizing glimpses into the lives of
women who have not only made a living at their own "particular passion," but have become well
known, even world renowned, for doing work they love."--Christian Science Monitor"One of
those rare, rare books that pick your life up, turn it around and point it in the right direction."--K.T.
Maclay"Every woman owes it to herself to look up Particular Passions--borrow the volume from
your public library. Or, better still, buy it and put it with your favorite novel or poetry collection to
sustain you. Every story in the book is an inspiration. This book is a joy and a tonic."--Pioneer
Press and Dispatch"This is a wonderful book. The book is recommended reading for anyone --
no matter what political or sociological background -- who wants to know more about living
history."--Santa Cruz Sentinel"I have never enjoyed an oral history book more than this one."--
Sojourner "Oral histories of 46 fascinating women, unknowns to media stars, all tops in their
fields."--School Library Journal"A fresh, rich, and absorbing book. An excellent contribution to
women's literature."--Andrea Hindig, ed., Women's History Sources, A guide to Archives and
Manuscript Collections in the United StatesFrom the AuthorThis was a personal journey of
discovering what women can and have done in an era when women were not recognized for
their accomplishments.I photographed Louise Nevelson for the Pace Gallery in 1976, and
thought to myself that there must be other women of great accomplishment that I could
photograph. As I started researching, I was shocked that there was no literature on women of
accomplishment, which made me want to tell their stories, and not just document them
photographically.It took me 3 years to do research on women from a wide range of fields,
because there was no internet in those days. The resulting portraits and oral histories were
collected into a book 'Particular Passions: Talks with Women who Shaped our Times', which was
revolutionary, in 1981, for shedding light on the accomplishments of women.If you enjoy this
chapter, I hope you will read the ebook 'Women of Wisdom: Talks with Women who Shaped our
Times' and get a broader perspective on how society was transformed by these iconic
women.From the Inside Flap"I was teaching at Rutgers University in the late sixties when sex
discrimination complaints began trickling into the New Jersey affiliate of the American Civil
Liberties Union. Those complaints were referred to me because, well, sex discrimination was
regarded as a woman's job. At the same time my students wanted to put on a Law Day program
about sex discrimination and the law, a subject I had not studied in a disciplined way at the time
(1968-69). I repaired to the library and spent the better part of a month reading every article
written and every published federal case in the area since the nation's start. That was not an
awesome task by any means. There was so little, it was amazing how little. In all that time there
wasn't as much as is produced in one year nowadays.In the process, my own consciousness
was awakened. I began to wonder, How have people been putting up with such arbitrary
distinctions? How have I been putting up with them?"Excerpt From: Lynn Gilbert. "Ruth Bader
Ginsburg." From the Back CoverPARTICULAR PASSIONS recounts the rich oral histories of
pioneering women of the twentieth century from the fields of art and science, athletics and law,



mathematics and politics.We share their journeys as they pursue successful paths with
intelligence and determination, changing the world for the millions of women and men who were
inspired by them.This is one of 46 stories that will captivate, educate, and inspire you.About the
AuthorLynn Gilbert is a photographer and author who documents parts of society that have not
been documented before. Her early studies of children in their own environment in the mid 70's
from more than 100 families from different socio-economic backgrounds was a first. Her book
Particular Passions: Talks with Women who have Shaped our TImes, 1981, was also a first for
shedding light on the accomplishments of women in fields traditionally dominated by men. The
internet did not exist in the mid 70's so Gilbert determined the disciplines, arts, sciences, law,
etc, first, and then consulted experts in those fields for recommendations. Each of the 46
women had to have 3 referrals by experts in their fields. The book yielded the key women who
created opportunities first for themselves, then other women in their fields, and then women
around the world. Her book the Silk Road; Then and Now documented the interiors of the
Traditional Houses in Turkey, part of that country's cultural heritage, for the first time. She gained
access to hundreds of private homes both humble and affluent with the help of the municipal
government in each area. She photographed and created a permanent record of homes that are
rapidly disappearing because of age, difficulty of repair, and young people leaving the
countryside.Read more
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A Walking Tour of Warwick, Rhode Islandfrom walkthetown.comSamuel Gorton’s beliefs were so
odious to the leaders of the Massachusetts Bay Colony - such ideas as the separation of church
and state, the banning of slavery and the payment of Indians for their land - that even after he
was banished from the colony he was tracked down in Rhode Island and brought back for trial.
After narrowly escaping death for blasphemy he had his punishment reduced to banishment
from Portsmouth (Rhode Island). He had now been tossed from Boston, Plymouth, Aquidneck
and Newport. Now ensconced in the wilderness of Rhode Island, he was still hounded by
Massachusetts authorities who claimed that land he had purchased known as “The Shawomet
Purchase” was subject to Boston rule.Once again the government charged him with blasphemy
and once again soldiers from Massachusetts arrived and burned his home. Gorton was again
imprisoned for a time and released on the condition that he leave the land that he and a band of
about 100 followers known as Gortonists had purchased. So Gorton left. And sailed to England
where he met an old friend, Robert Rich, the Earl of Warwick. With the help of the Earl of
Warwick Gorton was granted a Royal Charter and received an order of “safe passage and
conduct.” When he returned to Boston this time the militia now had to escort him safely back to
Rhode Island and the government was ordered to never interfere with Samuel Gorton or the
Gortonist’s again.In gratitude, Gorton named his settlement “Warwick.”Warwick developed as a
loose federation of scattered villages. Most were agrarian communities tied to the sea but
gradually the western section became more industrialized. Between 1920 and 1930 Warwick
was the fastest growing town growing town in New England as the population jumped from
13,481 to 23,196. In 1931, after two unsuccessful attempt, Warwick became Rhode Island’s
youngest city. In the next thirty years the population would nearly triple. The demand for housing
and jobs levied a heavy toll on the historic Warwick building stock.Our walking tour will explore
the Apponaug Village, along the Post Road, now a busy roadway that was once an Indian path
known as the Pequot Trail. The historic heart of the village, Apponaug Four Corners, once
boasted two busy taverns from the 1800s and the house of Samuel Greene, the town’s most
influential citizen. All are gone. To see what remains we’ll start a few steps to the east of
venerable Four Corners...1. W
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amc, “Excellent though brief!. Excellent brief and focused historical journey through Apponaug.
Accurately written with very well researched facts and rally great quality colour images of each
of the buildings described, as they stand today. I would have been very happy if this was longer
but then the title did not lead me to think this would be extensive. Highly recommended if you are
interested in the history of Warwick, and Apponaug in particular!”

The book by Doug Gelbert has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 2 people have provided feedback.
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